
Crescent + Edge

Hear yourself think®



Hear yourself think®

ecoustic® Crescent
Crescent is a pair of complimenting modular acoustic wall tiles that provide 
designers with the opportunity to create individual installations. The Valley and 
Plateau tile create bold landscapes from two flat planes, these take on a third 
dimension when using bold illumination. Sophisticated geometry is at the heart of 
these tiles.

ecoustic® Edge
Edge is an architectural acoustic wall tile that becomes a building block for near 
infinite brickwork patterns. Introducing a more refined scale tile encourages 
designers to make better use of the available wall space and enables the 
opportunity to create endless textural landscapes. The understated form is defined 
by a pronounced edge that catches light and casts shadows changing the nature of 
the installation depending on the time of the day.

Low-VOC and Greentag Level A certified, ecoustic® Crescent + Edge are based on 
low energy manufacturing and made from 100% polyester with a minimum of 50% 
recycled content. ecoustic® Crescent + Edge are available in 34 colorways.
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ecoustic® Crescent + Edge
Product

Description

Colors

Dimensions

Acoustic

ecoustic® Crescent Wall Tile + ecoustic® Edge Wall Tile

Designed by Adam Goodrum and Patryk Koca, ecoustic® Edge +  
Crescent are acoustic modular tiles that offer quality sound 
absorption, in particular excellent absorption of NRC 1 at 500 Hz 
for critical speech range frequencies.

34 colorways, please go to unikavaev.com for latest color options.

ecoustic® Crescent + ecoustic® Edge: 7.87” x 15.75” x 1.18”

ecoustic® Crescent Wall Tile - NRC 0.75 with Infill
ecoustic® Edge Wall Tile - NRC 0.75 with Infill
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ecoustic® Edge

ASTM E84 (Class A), AS/NZS 1530.3, GB8624-2012

Low-VOC, Recycled Content + Greentag Level A Certification

Wall, Ceiling

Flammability

Environment

Application

ecoustic® Crescent ecoustic® Edge


